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iPOS
Point of

Sale

A complete POS solution for any 
business. Meet all your back office and 
checkout needs while running all your 

services from a single screen.

Combine your checkout 
lane and your fuel 
console into one system 
to increase throughput 
and improve reporting. 
Available for all major 
North American pumps.

Pump control

Control your wash 
equipment from your 
point of sale touchscreen 
as easily as using your 
smartphone. Easily 
compile sales from all your 
bays into one system.

Wash control

Canada’s #1 system for 
First Nations tax 
exemption. Fill tax 
exemption rebate forms 
directly from your POS 
and file electronically in 
supported provinces.

ITE rebates



Simplify your day to day
and get a checkout lane you can count on today

iPOS is the only all-in-one full point of sale, fuel console, wash 
equipment controller, and ITE rebate machine. It keeps stores 
running and lines moving with advanced real-time controllers, full 
point of sale checkout features, comprehensive back office 
management, and best in class service and support from Wiz-Tec.

Shorten lines and improve 
customer experiences 
with the fastest 
transacting  point of sale 
in the market.

Get simple and accurate 
charge account features. 
Quickly and easily create, 
charge, and pay off 
accounts through iPOS.

Keep your business running with 
as little downtime as  possible. 
We offer complete support for 
our point of sale systems.
Support is available 24/7/365.

Manage and monitor your 
business with our built-in 
back office software. 
Generate detailed reports, 
manage accounts, and view 
inventory through iPOS.

Get your staff up and 
running on iPOS within 
a few minutes with our 
intutive interface and 
easily scalable system.

iPOS is made with quality 
hardware and software 
specifically curated for the 
best performance.

Easy to 
Train On

Reliable 
Design

Advanced 
Reporting

Superior 
Throughput

Corporate 
Tools

Premium 
Support
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